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Various results are presented which complement the existing theory of stability 
for linear (time-varying) infinite-dimensional discrete-time systems. The concept of 
generalized spectral radius of a (uniformly bounded) sequence of elements of a nor- 
med algebra is studied in detail, and several new formulas for computing this quan- 
tity are offered. Next, the problem of stability of perturbed systems is considered. 
Finally, a quantitative analysis of the so-called Perron condition is given. © 1988 
Academic Press, lnc 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we discuss some topics in stability theory of linear time- 
varying infinite-dimensional discrete-time systems. The basic results of this 
theory are contained in [-2, 17-1. Some applications of this "discrete-time" 
theory to stability theory of linear infinite-dimensional continuous-time 
systems have been reported in [18, 19]; for related results see also 
[14~16]. In the present paper we continue the research initiated in [17]. 
As has been shown in [17], the question of stability of the time-varying 
discrete-time system Xk+~= AkX k (where  A k are bounded linear operators 
~f ~ ~, and ~r is a normed space) can be reduced to the question whether 
or not the so-called generalized spectral radius of the sequence {Ak } is less 
than one. In Section 2 of the present paper we will offer several new 
formulas for computing the generalized spectral radius of an arbitrary 
(uniformly bounded) sequence of elements of a norrned algebra. These for- 
mulas are quite useful when studying some problems in stability theory. 
Section 3 considers the question of stability for perturbed systems. It is 
shown that uniform power equistability is preserved under small pertur- 
bations of system parameters; moreover, it is (in a sense) the weakest 
stability property which is preserved under small perturbations of system 
parameters. A characterization f all perturbations which preserve the 
generalized spectral radius is given in Section 3. A result concerning 
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stability of asymptotically time-invariant systems is also included in that 
section. In the last section of the paper, Section 4, we study the role of the 
Perron condition in stability theory. In particular, an "external" charac- 
terization (i.e., one based on the nonhomogeneous equation Xk+l = 
AkXk+fk ) of the generalized spectral radius of the sequence {At} is 
obtained with the aid of the concept (introduced in that section) of the 
Perronian of {At}. 
Now we describe some notation and terminology to be used in the paper. 
By ZJ- we shall denote the set of all nonnegatie integers. We shall write 2~ ÷ 
for the set of all positive integers. Let Y" be a normed space. 50(5f) will 
denote the (normed) algebra of all bounded linear operators Y"--* 5f. The 
norm on J', and also the corresponding norm on 50(X), will be denoted by 
I1-11. The symbol/'~-(Y') will mean the standard E~ normed space of sequen- 
ces 2~d ~ 5f; the corresponding norm on E~(Sf) will be denoted by ['1 ~. By 
~0(~) we shall denote the space of all sequences 7/g---.y" which tend to 
zero: it is a (closed) subspace of E°~(f). Unless otherwise specified, we 
always use the word "sequence" for sequences whose domain is 7/~. If the 
kth term of such a sequence is x k, we usually denote the sequence by {Xk}. 
Let 50 be any normed algebra and {at} be an 50-valued sequence. For 
i, k ~ Z~-, we define 
k--1 




H at :=  e if k =i 
with e the identity of 5 °. Let 
:: I '+'-. 1' t) g({ak}) lim sup (sup , l~__i a, 
j~oo  \ ,~zo  ~ 
Following [ 1 7 ], we say that g( { a t } ) is the generalized spectral radius of the 
sequence {at}. It may happen that g({ak}) is infinite. However, for any 
{ak}~E~(50), g({ak})is finite. In particular, the inequality g({ak})~< 
I{ak}t~ holds. 
Let {Ak} be any 50(Y')-valued sequence. In this paper we shall denote 
by ~d({At }) the linear (time-varying) discrete-time system described by the 
linear difference quation 
Xk + 1 = AkXk"  
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X oo Let (i ,x)e7/~-xof. It is clear that every trajectory { k}k=, of ~d({Ae}) 
with initial value x at i is given by the formula 
X k = A t X~ 
1 
where k ~ Zo ~, k ~> i. Let us recall (cf. [17, Sect. 2]) that a linear discrete- 
time system 5d( {A k } ) is said to be uniformly power equistable iff there exist 
M/> 1 and r, 0 ~< r < 1, such that for every i e 7/~-, the inequality 
i~== i A, <~ Mrk , 
is satisfied for all k e 7/+, k i> i. The following result specifies necessary and 
sufficient conditions for ~d({Ak}) to be uniformly power equistable (cf. 
[17, Corollary 3.1]): 
THEOREM 1. Let 5d({Ak} ) be any linear discrete-time system. This 
system is uniformly power equistable if and only if the generalized spectral 
radius of the sequence {Ak} is less than one and the sequence {Ak} is 
uniformly bounded (i.e., the sequence of numbers { IIAkll } is bounded). | 
A linear discrete-time system 5d({Ak}) is said to be time-invariant iff 
there exists an operator A ~ Lf(Sf) such that A = Ak for all k ~ Z~. In that 
case we shall write 5d(A) instead of 5d({Ak}). A broader class of systems 
is obtained when we assume only that A = limk ~ ~ Ak. Then we shall say 
that 5d({Ak}) is asymptotically time-invariant. 
2. EQUIVALENT FORMULAS FOR COMPUTING THE GENERALIZED SPECTRAL RADIUS 
We begin by defining some quantities attached to arbitrary bounded 
sequences in a normed algebra L,e. For this, let {ak } be any element of 
E~(~e). Then 
gl({ak}):=jlim (SU~ .,, 1~I__, a, 
I sup . , ,  a, 
j~z+ t ,eZo + 
t+ j -  
g3({ak}):=inf{r~Rl3M>>'lVieZ~ yI=, 1 a, <. Mr j} ; 
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' 
g4({ak}) :=lim sup at ] ;  
j~oc I=l 
f l+y 1 g,({ak})::inf{p>OIjlim ~ (sup .,, [I__, 
-4 \,ezff 
We have the following 
t):0 t 
THEOREM 2. Let {ak} e(°°(L~a). Then (the limit in the definition of gl 
exists and), for ct = l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
g({ak})=g,({ak}). 
Proof For j e Z +, let 
t+J--1 at } 
lez~- 
We may assume that, for all j eZ  +, ~o(j)¢0; otherwise the situation is 
almost trivial. Since the inequality q)(m+n)<~q)(m)q~(n) holds for all 
m, n e Z +, a multiplicative version of (a special case of) a well-known result 
due to Fekete (cf. [5, Satz II] or [13, I. Abschn., 98]) can be used in a 
standard way. Hence, the limit in the definition of g~ exists and the 
generalized spectral radius g can be equivalently expressed by any of the 
formulas defining g~ or g2. 
The equality g= g3 has been proved in [17, Theorem 3.1]. 
To prove the equality g = g4, we first show that g < g4. For this, let us 
note that, for every e>0,  there exist IeZJ-  and JeZ  + such that for all 
i E ZJ- and j e Z0 ~ satisfying i >/I and j/> J, the inequality 
t+y--1 I I/j 
tl~=, at <~g4({ak})+e 
holds. Let J1 := l+ J -  Then, for j~>J~ and ie {0, 1 ..... I -1} ,  
i+~i--1 1/J ,+~--1 I1/J /till l/J a t <~ a t at 
t=l t=l 
<~ (g4({ak}) +e)¢'+J-l~/Jl {ak}l~ -°/j. 
Hence, for every e>0,  there exists J2~2~ + such that for all ieZ~ and 
j e l + which satisfies j ~ J2, the inequality 
t+j--I I1]J 
t~=, a t <<.g4({a,})+2e 
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holds. In consequence, we have proved that g ~< g4. Since the inequality 
g4 ~ g is immediate, we have the desired equality g = g4. 
To prove that g = gs, let us first note that for every ~ > 0 we can find 
(using the equality g--  g3) a number M~> 1 so that the inequality 
t+J--1 at } sup { ~ <~M(g({ak})+e) J 
holds for all j •Z J - .  Dividing both sides of the above inequality by 
(g({ak}) + 2e) J and letting j--* oo, it follows that 
~+J--I 
Thus g5 < g. Now, it remains to show that g ~< gs. For this, let us note that, 
for any P>gs({ak}) and e>0,  we can find J•2~ + so that for all j •7 /+,  
j >~ J, we have 
{ ,+J-, Im/J) 
Let t ing j~ o% we obtain g({ak})~ p. | 
COROLLARY. Let { ak } • (~( Y ). Then the condition 
lira sup at =0 (*) 
holds if and only if the generalized spectral radius of the sequence {ak } is less 
than one. 
Assuming the condition (,), we can find J•7 /+ so that the Proof. 
inequality 
f,+., -1  L1/J' l  sup ,, ,I~I__ a , j><l lez~- 
holds. Hence, using the equality g= g2, we have g({ak})< 1. The remain- 
ing part of the proof follows from the equality g = gs. | 
Remark. Let us recall (cf. [16, Sect. 2]) that a linear discrete-time 
system 5d({Ak}) is said to be uniformly asymptotically equistable iff for 
every e > 0 there exists j • 7/+ such that for every (i, x )•  7/~- x ~c, the trajec- 
tory {xk} k°°=, (of 5a({Ak} )) with initial value x at i satisfies, for all k >/ i+ j, 
the following inequality: 
IIxA <~llxll. 
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It follows immediately from the definition of uniform asymptotic 
equistability, Theorem 1 and the corollary presented above that a linear 
discretertime system ~d( { Ak }) is uniformly power equistable if and only if it 
is uniformly asymptotically equistable and the sequence {Ak} is uniformly 
bounded (cf. also [ 16, Sect. 2, Proposition]). In connection with this result 
it is interesting to note that there exist uniformly asymptotically equistable 
linear discrete-time systems which are not uniformly power equistable. To 
construct an example of such a system, let us consider a sequence {Ak}, 
Ak~ 5a(W), where Y" is any nonzero normed space. Let (Ag} be unboun- 
ded, but suppose that Ak=0, for kET/o ~, k even. Then 5u({Ak}) is easily 
seen to be uniformly asymptotically equistable. Since the sequence {Ak} 
is assumed to be unbounded, 5d({Ak}) cannot be uniformly power 
equistable. 
3. STABILITY OF PERTURBED SYSTEMS 
Let us recall that, for any normed algebra 5e, the normed space/~(5~) 
is also a normed algebra with respect o the standard point-wise mul- 
tiplication of sequences. It follows that, for every j E 7/+, the map defined 
on {~(£f) by the formula 
{'+H' } 
l=t 
is continuous. Thus, for every j e Z +, the function f~- (~)~ R given by 
f i+J--1 l/j} {ak}  sup ,,, 1-[;._, a, 
is also continuous. Now, let us recall that the greatest lower bounded of 
any family of continuous functions is upper semicontinuous (cf. [-26, 
Chap. VIII, 4~partie, Sect. 3, Th6or6me 1]). Hence, using the equality 
g = g2 (cf. Section 2), we see that the generalized spectral radius is an upper 
semicontinuous function (°~(£,e)~ R. So we have proved the following 
important: 
THEOREM 3. For each real number ~, the set 
{{ak} ~ f°°(£~'a)[ g({ak}) < 0~} 
is open in l°°(~q~). | 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 we have: 
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COROLLARY. Let { A k } be any 5f ( Yf )-valued sequence such that the linear 
discrete-time system ~d({Ak}) is uniformly power equistable. Then there 
exists a number 6>0 such that, for every ~LP(Yf)-valued sequence {Dk} 
satisfying [{Dk}I~ ~< 6, the linear discrete-time system ~d({A~ +Dk}) is 
also uniformly power equistable. I 
The above corollary says that uniform power equistability is preserved 
under small perturbations of system parameters. We will show below that 
this property characterizes in a sense the class of uniformly power 
equistable linear discrete-time systems among those linear discrete-time 
systems which have a weaker stability property. For this we shall need to 
define the concept of uniform equistability in the following way. Let 
~d({Ak}) be a linear discrete-time system. It is said that this system is 




is satisfied for all k e Z~-, k >~ i. We have the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let {A~} be any LP(X)-valued sequence such that the linear 
discrete-time system $d( { Ak } ) is uniformly equistable. Suppose there exists a 
number 6>0 such that for every £t~(Y')-valued sequence {Dk} satisfying 
I{Dk}[~,<~6, the linear discrete-time system ~d({Ak+Dk}) is also 
uniformly equistable. Then S d({A~ }) is uniformly power equistable. 
Proof Since the considered linear discrete-time system is assumed to be 
uniformly equistable, it is readily seen that {Ak} E (~(Se(Sf)). Thus we can 
find a number e>0 so that the inequality I{Dk}l~ ~<O is satisfied, where 
Dk := eAk for all k e 7/g. Now, let us observe that for any 5e(X)-valued 
sequence such that the corresponding linear discrete-time system is 
uniformly equistable, the generalized spectral radius of this sequence 
cannot be greater than one. Hence, we have 
1 i> g({Ak+Ok})= ( l+e)  g({Ak}) 
SO that the inequality g({Ak})< 1 holds. It follows from Theorem 1 that 
~a({Ak}) is uniformly power equistable. I 
It is of some interest for stability theory to characterize these sequences 
from E~(5 a) which can be added to arbitrary sequences from (~(L~'), 
without any change of their generalized spectral radius. Thus, we shall 
consider the following set of sequences: 
A(Se) := { {dk} ~ Y~(&a) I V{ak} e E~(L): g( {ak + dk} )= g( {ak} )}. 
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The basic characterization f the above set is given in the following: 
THEOREM 5. A(~ ~°) is a closed subspace of f~(~q~). The subspace contains 
~o(Se). 
Proof To prove that A(S() is a closed subspace of f°°(Z,e), let us first 
note that {dk}~A(5 a) implies that, for every rational number c~, 
{~dk} eA(L~). Let us now consider a sequence of elements of A(Se) which 
is convergent in f~(Lf). So that we have, for every meY_ +, {d(k m)} ~ A(~q~), 
and lim,, _ ~ I { d(k m) } -- { dk } I oo = 0, where { d k } E d oo ( . .~).  Using Theorem 3, 
we can easily see that, for every {ak} ~ f°°(5°), the inequalities 
g({ak} + {dk})~g({ak}) 
and 
g({ak}-  {dk})~g({ak}) 
are satisfied. It follows trivially from the above that {dk} ~ A(£~'), i.e., A(L, a) 
is closed in f~(~) .  Hence, for every real number ~ and any {dk} e A(Lf), 
{~dk} ~A(Se). Since A(L~ °) is easily seen to be closed under addition, we 
have proved that A(LP) is a closed subspace of E°°(LP). 
Let us prove the inclusion Co(~)cA(~). Since A(Sa) is closed in 
E~(5¢), and the set f (5  a) of all sequences 7/~ ~ ~ which have finite sup- 
port is dense in co(5¢)e it is sufficient o prove the inclusion ,¢(Lf)c A(L,°). 
But this inclusion is an immediate consequence of the equality g = g4 (cf. 
Section 2). I 
We can improve the obvious inequality g({a~ })~<1{ ak }loo in the follow- 
ing way: 
COROLLARY. Let {ak}eE~(Se). Then the inequality g({ak})~< 
lim supk~ co Ilak[I is satisfied. 
Proof For every e > 0, we can find K~ Z~- such that, for all k > K, the 
inequality 
[lakl[ ~ lim sup Ila,[I + e 
k~oo 
holds. Let dk := -- ak, for k ~ {0, 1 ..... K -  l, K}, and let dk := 0, for k > K. 
Of course, {dk} E c0(~ ). Since Co(~q' ) c A(Z,e), we have 
g({ak}) = g({ak} + {dk})~< [{ak} + {dk}loo ~<lim sup [lakfl +5. 
But e > 0 can be made arbitrarily small. I 
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Another consequence of Theorem 5 is the following simple 
COROLLARY. Let ~ a( { Ak } ) be any asymptotically time-invariant system 
so that l imk~ Ak=A, for some A e 5~(~). Then $d({Ak}) is uniformly 
power equistable if and only if the time-invariant system ~d(A) is uniformly 
power equistable. | 
4. ON THE PERRON CONDITION 
Suppose p> 0 is a fixed number. Let Y" be a Banach space, and let {Ak} 
be any ~(Y')-valued sequence. This sequence is said to satisfy the p-Perron 
condition iff for every X-valued sequence {fk} such that {p-kfk } ~f~(Yf), 
the solution {xk} of the (nonhomogenous) linear difference quation 
xk+l =Akxk+A,  (*) 
with x0=0, is such that {p-kxk}EE°°(5~" ). For p= 1, the p-Perron con- 
dition will be referred to as the Perron condition. 
Let a sequence {Ak}, with Ak~ZP(3f), be such that the linear discrete- 
time system ~d({Ak}) is uniformly power equistable. Then, as it is easily 
seen, this sequence of operators atisfies the Perron condition. Conversely, 
the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 6. Let {Ak} be any LP(YC)-valued sequence satisfying the 
Perron condition. Then the linear discrete-time system 5 d( { Ak } ) is uniformly 
power equistable. 
Before proving the above theorem, we should make the following 
(mainly bibliographical) remark: 
Remark. The Perron condition for finite-dimensional continuous-time 
systems has been introduced by Perron in [ 12 ]. For finite-dimensional dis- 
crete-time systems this condition has been studied by Ta Li in [24]; a 
finite-dimensional version of Theorem 6 is also due to Ta Li. For a class of 
continuous-time infinite-dimensional systems our Theorem 6 has been 
proved by Krein in [9]; see also [4, Chap. III, Theorem 5.2]. So we 
cannot regard Theorem 6 as being essentially new, even in the context of 
infinite-dimensional systems. Moreover, it happens that Theorem 6 is a 
very special case of [2, Theorem 10.2]. This beautiful paper by Coffman 
and Sch~iffer contains many deep results concerning the so-called (ordinary 
and exponential) dichotomies for linear difference equations. (Further 
results on the subject appear in [22, 23]. Results of this kind for linear dif- 
ferential equations are recorded, among other places, in [3, 4, 8, 11 ].) Since 
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the above-mentioned theorem of Coffman and Sch/iffer is very general, its 
proof is quite complicated. To make the present paper more self-contained, 
we give below a simple proof of Theorem 6. The idea of this proof is as 
follows. We first show (in a standard way, i.e., using the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem) that the Perron condition implies uniform equistability of the 
corresponding discrete-time system. Next, we prove that the Perron con- 
dition is presered under small perturbations of the considered sequence of 
operators. Then the result will follow trivially from Theorem 4. We hope 
that there is a novelty in the above described "perturbational" method of 
reasoning. 
We end this remark by noting that some results related to the subject of 
this section are also presented in [1, 6, 7, 10, 21, 25]. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let, for every k e 7/o~, F k be the linear and boun- 
ded operator from (~(Sf) into Y" defined by the formula Fk({f;} ) :=x~; 
here {x,} is the solution of the equation (,), with Xo=0. Using the con- 
dition of the theorem we see that the family {Fk} is pointwise bounded. So 
it is uniformly bounded, by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (see, e.g., [20, 
Theorem 2.6 ]). If follows that the system 5d( { A k } ) is uniformly equistable; 
in particular, {Ak} e{'~(~(Sf))  (cf. Section 3). 
Let us denote by f~ the space of those sequences {xk} from f~(Y') 
which satisfy the condition Xo = 0. Let S and A be the linear and bounded 
operators from ¢~ into t~(Y  ") given by S({Xk}ff=0):= {Xk+~}ff=0 and 
A({xk}) := {AkXk}, respectively. It is immediate that a sequence {Xk} 
satisfies the equation (,), with Xo = 0, if and only if (S-A)({Xk}) = {fk }. 
NOW, let us observe that an operator of the above form is surjective if and 
only if the sequence {Ak} satisfies the Perron condition. So, as it follows 
from the condition of the theorem, the considered operator (S -A)  is sur- 
jective. Since (S -A)  is always injective, it is an invertible operator. By a 
standard result (see, e.g., [20, Theorem 10.11 ]) the property of being inver- 
tible is preserved under small perturbations. Specializing properly this 
general statement, we see that there exists a number 6 > 0 such that for any 
£~a(y').valued sequence {D k } satisfying [{ Dk } [ ~ ~< 6, the operator (S-A-D) 
is invertible; here D is defined by D({Xk}) := {DkXk}. It follows that all 
sequences {Ak+Dk} satisfy the Perron condition. So by the first part of 
our proof, all the systems considered ~a({Ak+Dk}) are uniformly 
equistable. So we can use Theorem 4. | 
We turn our attention now to the p-Perron condition. The following 
simple result will be useful: 
PROPOSITION. I. Let {Ak} be any ~(YC)-valued sequence. This sequence 
satisfies the p-Perron condition if and only if the sequence {p - IA~ } satisfies 
the Perron condition. 
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Proof Let {q~k} E(°~(Sf) be arbitrary, and suppose {~k} is the solution 
of the difference quation 
~k + X = (P-lAk) ~k + qOk, (**) 
with 30 = 0. Let fk := P~ + ~q~k and Xk := pk~, for k e ZJ-. Multiplying both 
sides of the equation (**) by the factor pk+ 1, we obtain the equation 
Xk + l = A~xk + fk. 
Assuming that {A~} satisfies the p-Perron condition, we conclude that 
{p-kxk}e{~(YC). Hence, using the equality Xk=pk~k, we have 
{~k} e('°~(f) • It implies that the sequence (p ~Ak} satisfies the Perron 
condition. Reversing the above argument we can also prove easily that 
{Ak} satisfies the p-Perron condition, if {p-lA~} satisfies the Perron 
condition. | 
Let 
P({A~}) := inf{p > 0l { Ak } satisfies the p-Perron condition}. 
This (possibly infinite) number will be called the Perronian of the sequence 
{A~}. Now, the main result of this section can be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 7. Let {Ak} be any uniformly bounded ~q°(~f)-valued sequence. 
Then the generalized spectral radius of this sequence coincides with its 
Perronian. 
Proof For every e>0, we have g({(g({Ak})+e)- lAg})<l .  By 
Theorem l, ~d({(g({Ak})+e) 1A~}) is uniformly power equistable. 
Therefore, the sequence {(g({Ak})+e) ~Ak} satisfies the Perron con- 
dition. Hence, by Proposition l, the sequence {Ak} satisfies the 
(g({Ak})+e)-Perron condition. Since e>0 is arbitrary, we have proved 
the inequality P({Ak} ) ~< g({Ak} ). 
To prove the inequality g({Ak})<<. P({Ak}), let us observe that for any 
e > 0 there exists p > 0 such that the inequality p <<. P({Ak}) + e holds, and 
the sequence {Ak} satisfies the p-Perron condition. By Proposition 1, the 
sequence {p-~Ak} satisfies the Perron condition. Hence, by Theorem6, 
d({ P - 1A k } ) is uniformly power equistable. Using Theorem 1 we obtain 
the inequality g({p- lAk})<l .  Therefore we have g({Ak})<p<~ 
P({A~})+e. Since e>O is arbitrary, we obtain the desired inequality 
g({Ak})<<,P({Ak}). | 
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